Let go of the struggle with your mind – Drop the Rope!

Feeding the Hungry Tiger Metaphor

Imagine you wake up one morning and just outside your front door you find an adorable tiger kitten meowing. Of course you bring the cuddly little thing inside to keep it as a pet. After playing with him for a while, you notice he is still meowing, nonstop, and you realise that he must be hungry. You feed him a bit of bloody, red mince meat knowing that’s what tigers like to eat. You do this every day, and every day your pet tiger grows a bit bigger. Over the course of two years, your tiger’s daily meals change from hamburger scraps to prime ribs, to entire sides of beef. Soon your little pet no longer meows when hungry. Instead, he growls ferociously at you whenever he thinks it is meal time. Your cute little pet has turned into an uncontrollable, savage beast that will tear you apart if he doesn’t get what he wants.

Your struggle with your painful thoughts & feelings can be compared to this imaginary pet tiger. Every time you empower your pain by feeding it red meat of experiential avoidance (i.e. anything you do that helps you avoid upsetting thoughts and feelings), you help your pain-tiger grow a little bit larger and a little bit stronger. Feeding it in this manner seems like the prudent thing to do. The pain-tiger growls ferociously telling you to feed it whatever it wants or it will eat you. Yet, every time you feed it, you help the pain to become stronger, more intimidating, and more controlling of your life. (From: “Get out of your mind and into your life”, Steven C. Hayes)

What is the purpose of anxiety – is it good for anything?

- anxiety is one of the basic emotions that all human beings experience. It is human to get anxious!
- anxiety can motivate us and help us to perform better. If we are too relaxed nothing gets done!
- anxiety is not unusual or disordered. In fact it can be life saving if we are in actual danger.
- if we struggle with anxiety we may get into a vicious cycle and anxiety becomes something we fear – so we get anxious about getting anxious!

Resources

- “The Happiness Trap” by Russ Harris
- “The Mindfulness and Acceptance Workbook for Anxiety” by Georg Eifert & John Forsyth
- “Full Catastrophe Living” by John Kabat Zinn
- You can also join the following Yahoo Group
  http://health.groups.yahoo.com/group/ACT_for_the_Public/